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'Mommy, where do infants come from?' It’s the issue every mother or father dreads – and it’s
just the tip of the iceberg. It’s much better to meet your children’s queries head-on. But how?
And in the event that you don’t inform them, they’ll (mis)inform themselves elsewhere: the web,
their close friends, or through pornography. Simply await What’s oral sex? or What’s an orgasm?
With chapters organized by age rather than by topic, 'The Sex Education Solution Book' can be an
easy reference which will demystify sex for both parent and child. 'The Sex Education Reply Book'
is the definitive guidebook to answering your kid’s queries, whether they’re three or fourteen.
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Exceptional Sex Ed book to greatly help be a better parent! As a mother to 3 — 25, 15, and 11 — I
wish I had this publication to learn sooner. The author has an amazing capability to breakdown
this difficult and necessary topic in a manner that is comprehensible, very clear, enjoyable, and
not overwhelming. Five Stars Very informative and straight forward. I am so happy a book like
this exists! You obtain the feeling that she's an experienced parent, not a doctor, educator,
counselor, or other professional, therefore i find her very attractive to her audience. I wish to
make sure he gets the correct information from me in order that when he hears "locker talk"
from other children, he'll know reality from fiction. Occasionally it seems like authors are just
trying to fill up a publication, but I did so not encounter that with this publication. It is a help on
how to approach this vital topic in a way that will actually enable you to get closer to your son or
daughter.The just negative was that it seems there may be the assumption that kids ask
questions with this topic. I'm uncertain in the event that's universally true. In any event though,
the format makes it simple to know what info ought to be expressed by age group
development.In the end, I give this book my highest recommendation. To me Cath has a way for
connecting with parents more than any additional authors on this issue. Making the interesting
work of a parent that much easier. Appreciate the sections are divided by age!. It’s straight
forward and super helpful for parents with children of all ages. Author Cath Hakanson has
written a practical and own-to-earth book, so that in seconds you should have an solution that is
correct, age appropriate and won't leave you feeling awkward.WE WISH our kids to come to us
with these queries - but if we are embarrassed, or shocked, or place them off a dismissive reply
because we aren't tranquil sure what we should say - then they will go someplace else for
answers.The Sex Education Answer Publication is so much more than simply a collection of
answers. What she's to say is worthwhile. One much less thing I must stress and get worried
about! The anatomy diagrams, vocabulary, common questions with word-for-word age-suitable
responses. this reserve is hugely useful and I’m so glad to own it to refer back to as my kids
grow.The author demonstrates true knowledge of how people will get overwhelmed with too
much information and too little time, and suggests how to use the book in a manner that is
manageable. I've suggested Cath's work to all my friends. This publication helps to make the
sometimes unpleasant and embarrassing conversations much easier for both mother or father
and child. I appreciate how it is divided by ages which really helps naviagate beginning with a
young age.. Just what a fantastic resource this is. As the daddy of 7 children, five grown and two
youngsters still at home, I have had the TALK multiple situations. I only want that this book have
been available years ago. I have already been following her on YouTube and like what she shares
and presents with sex education. With age-suitable sections, it allows the topic of sex education
to be a normal topic of conversation for families and not something unusual or mysterious. It is
my belief that topic is one that should be taught in the home by parents to their children. Thanks
Cath for making this possible and accessible. Easy to navigate and a great resource reserve when
you obtain stumped by a child's question. As a mom to a 4½ calendar year old and a 2 year old, I
feel so lucky to have stumbled across this book earlier than later! It takes out the guess function
of what to say and what's appropriate at what age group. The depth of knowledge and
thoroughness of addressing sex education displayed by Cath is incredible. As a singe mother or
father to a boy this topic can be extremely delicate and embarrassing to both him and I. I desire
my parents had this when I was developing up! It was easy to find this appropriate section and
communicate the info to my children in the right terminology without feeling unpleasant or
baffled for explanations. I was glad to find a simple to read book such as this. I also experienced
satisfied that I could communicate this subject to my children before their peers "educated"



them or passed on misinformation. This is such a hard topic for a few & I have to say that this
sex education publication is a good tool for any mother or father to have within parenting skills..
Straightforward advice Cath's reserve is to the idea and fearless, tackling the topics of sex
respectfully yet without reservation. So happy I found this!. I am following Cath's blog for quite a
while and, as a mother to a tween, I'm grateful on her behalf straightforward suggestions on
how best to educate my boy about sex.If you are a mother or father you should be prepared for
all sorts and this book will become a indispensable reference in your toolkit. Because of the
author for taking the time to share her knowledge around.. quick activities that can be done to
help us get more comfortable. As the daddy of 7 children, five grown and . Valuable resource for
just about any parent! Readable with great scripts on how best to talk to your kids about many
different sexuality topics. Great Resource to Retain in the House! I am happy that we’ll
considered, age approrpriate resources like this is available. Sex Ed! Helps to simplicity your
fears on this topic I love this book. It provide easy to understand explanations, and helps parents
to get past that concern with “what do I say”. No more being tongue-tied or caught off guard
simply by a tricky sex-related query - this reserve will arm you will all of the answers. So glad I
found this I looked at a number of different resources on how to speak to my 11 season old boy
approximately sex. I highly recommend this book! This publication helped take that
awkwardness away!. Thank you Very Helpful! This book has been very useful in answering some
sex (or related) questions that my 8-yo & 5-yo are actually asking. Direct, to the idea and a great
instruction for having "the talk" with your kids at any age.The author truly understands how
uncomfortable it could be and one way this book is unique is how she suggests easy & This book
is a bargain and I really like how she's categorised it by age therefore i ... Cath Hakanson is my go-
to person for straight-forward age-appropriate sex education for children. This book is a
discount and I love how she's categorised it by age so I can flip to the 9 year previous section or
the 4 year outdated section to work through the best way to explain things to my kids. Five Stars
Good book. It will be very helpful when my children ask questions.
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